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Abstract

Leveraging dominant language image tags for
automatic image annotation in minor languages

Hjalmar Wennerström

Image annotations, often in the form of tags, are very useful when indexing large
image collections. They provide an intuitive human centered way to search and
browse images using text queries. However, tagging images is very time consuming to
do manually so researchers have developed methods for automatic image tagging.
These methods rely on a set of example images with tags to learn what images should
be associated with which tags. 

One thing that has been overlooked with these systems is the fact that example
images with tags are different in each language. Generally researchers have only made
English automatic tagging systems and not considered the problems of building equally
good systems in other minor languages where it is more difficult to obtain example
images and tags.

In this thesis we study how an automatic tagging system in Japanese compares to an
automatic tagging system in English. We find that the Japanese system suffers in
performance and based on this we improve the performance by leveraging the
dominant English language system. We compare an automatic translation of the tags
using a dictionary to our proposed translation matrix method. Our method estimates
the translation of tags based on the co-occurrence of different language tags in images.

We show that our proposed method using very simple heuristics performs about the
same as a high end machine translator in the case of automatic tagging systems. There
are several improvements to be made but with this work we show that the
conceptual idea is strong, giving reasons to improve it further. The main contribution
of our approach is the ability to translate words that a dictionary cannot interpret as
well as considering the context when establishing a translation.
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Sammanfattning

Digitalkameror har blivit allt vanligare och �nns numera inbyggda i nästan
alla nya mobiltelefoner. I takt med att digitala bilder blivit allt vanligare
så har även sättet vi interagerar med familj och vänner blivit allt med digi-
taliserat i vad som ofta kallas sociala medier. Detta har lett till att vi som
aldrig förr delar med oss av bilder och skapar stora digitala fotoalbum som
ofta läggs ut på Internet. Detta skapar enorma fotosamlingar och sajter kan
innehålla �era miljoner, till och med miljarder av bilder. För att skapa ord-
ning bland alla dessa foton och låta användarna söka efter bilder så använder
man sig oftast av något som kallas taggar.

En tagg är ett ord som beskriver någonting som som syns på bilden den
tillhör. En bild innehåller oftast �era taggar som var för sig beskriver någon
aspekt av bilden. Den stora fördelen med att ha taggar på varje bild är
att dem möjliggör för användarna att söka efter bilder baserat på nyckelord.
Exempelvis kan man kunna fråga efter �alla bilder som innehåller katter�.

Den stora nackdelen är att alla bilder måste taggas, någonting som är
väldigt tidskrävande i så stora fotosamlingar, så istället har forskare föres-
lagit metoder för hur man kan tagga bilder automatiskt. Dessa automatiska
metoder bygger på att man har en stor samling med bilder som redan blivit
taggade och utifrån den samlingen kan man använda så kallade maskinlärn-
ingsmetoder för att få en dator att lära sig vilka visuella egenskaper som hör
ihop med vilka taggar.

I detta examensarbete tittar vi närmare på hur automatiska system för
taggning av bilder fungerar när man använder olika språk. Vi belyser problem
som uppstår när man vill tagga bilder i ett språk som inte är så stort, till
exempel Svenska eller Japanska. Vi visar att ett automatiskt taggningssytem
där bilder taggas på Japanska fungerar betydligt sämre än för samma typ
av system där bilderna taggas på Engelska. Detta beror på att det �nns
betydligt �er bilder med taggar på Engelska vilket gör att systemet har mer
information när det försöker lära sig hur bilder och taggar hänger ihop.

För att lösa detta problem föreslår vi en ny metod som tar hjälp av
bilder med taggar på Engelska för att förbättra taggning av bilder på Japan-
ska. Metoden går ut på att skapa en översättning från Engelska taggar till
Japanska. Detta gör vi genom att räkna antalet gånger varje Engelsk tagg
förekommer i samma bild som en Japansk tagg, på så vis kan vi associera
olika språks taggar med varandra. Grundprincipen är att taggarna i de olika
språken ska beskriva liknande koncept eftersom det tillhör samma bild.

Vi kan sen tagga bilder genom att använda det Engelska automatisk tag-
gningssytemet och därefter översätta resultatet med hjälp av vår metod. En
översättning från en Engelsk tagg till en Japansk är helt enkelt den med �est



associationer.
För att testa vår metod har vi jämfört den med en vanligt förekom-

mande maskinöversättare, d.v.s ett automatiskt lexikon som innehåller my-
cket so�stikerade tekniker för att översätta mellan olika språk. Vår utvärder-
ing visar på svagheterna i ett Japanska automatiskt taggnningssytem samt
att vår föreslagna metod presterar på en likvärdig nivå med en automatisk
översättare. Denna rapport ligger som grund för fortsatt arbete på hur man
förbättrar automatisk taggning av bilder på mindre använda språk.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years we have seen an explosion in the use of digital camera devices;
almost all new mobile phones are equipped with a camera that can capture
both images and video. In combination with the success of social media,
many people now share their images online. This has lead to huge image
collections where users want to be able to search and browse images in an
intuitive way. To provide this service images have to be indexed in some
manner.

Traditional image indexing techniques use low level image features such
as color or texture to represent images. Due to the semantic gap 1 such a
system cannot process a query like ��nd all images containing cats�. Since
humans tend to think in these high level concepts, annotation based image
retrieval seems like a better choice. By annotating all images with tags which
are words that describe the content or context, it becomes easier to browse
and search images using high level concepts.

The drawback of course is that all images need to be annotated with tags,
something that is very time consuming to do manually. To address this issue
researchers have proposed systems that are capable of automatically tagging
images. That is, given an image without any tags a system has to guess which
tags best describe what is depicted in the image. By using visual information
in the image a system is able to make a quali�ed guess as to what tags are
appropriate.

Such a system needs to train on a collection of example images with tags
tagged by humans, referred to as training set in this report, to be able to
learn what tags to apply. In this work we will use images and tags obtained
from online sources where users manually tag the images.

1low level image features are poor at discriminating between di�erent high level con-
cepts such as objects.
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One aspect that has generally been overlooked in the case of automatic
image tagging is how to tag images in di�erent languages. Since all automatic
image tagging systems produce words that describe images each system only
works in one language. This also means that the training set has to be
di�erent for each language, something that has not been considered very
much. Since some languages are smaller than others there should also be
less training data in such languages, something that is likely to in�uence the
performance of an automatic tagging system.

1.1 Motivation

The purpose of this master thesis has been to investigate how automatic
tagging systems are a�ected by the choice of language, expressed in the
training set. Are there languages that show better performance than others?
If so, we wanted to research the possibility and method of using an automatic
image tagging system in one language to tag images in a di�erent language.

To our knowledge there is no previous work that investigate what negative
e�ects can be observed when using di�erent language models and how to
address such issues.

1.2 Hypothesis

Since English is the dominating language on the web there should be more
available training data than in the case for languages that are less common,
such as, Japanese. Not only should there be a larger quantity of training data
but the images with their tags should contain higher quality information.
We believe this since there should be a larger number of people contributing,
making the English tags both more diverse and complete. If this is true the
results from the English automatic tagging system should outperform the
Japanese.

1.3 Assignment

The main assignment was to build and compare two automatic image tag-
ging systems, one that can tag images with English tags and one that can
tag images with Japanese tags. Based on the comparison, both in the di�er-
ence of training sets and the di�erence in tagging performance, propose and
implement a method to use the best performing model to tag images in both
languages. The task can be divided into the following steps:
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• To study existing automatic tagging methods and their performance.

• to acquire appropriate training sets from web resources.

• to realize an existing method to tag images automatically in both En-
glish and Japanese.

• to evaluate the English and Japanese model respectively.

• to propose a way to improve performance of either model based on the
evaluation.

• to implement proposed method and compare to original system.

1.4 Thesis structure

In Chapter 2 we present the fundamentals of automatic tagging systems by
looking at related work and focusing on the learning process in particular.
Chapter 3 describes the collection of images used by our systems and a �rst
analysis of the implications of using di�erent languages. After that we present
the automatic tagging system we use in Chapter 4 followed by details of our
proposed method in Chapter 5. We explain our experimental setup and
motivate why we chose to do a human evaluation in Chapter 6. Results from
our evaluation are presented in Chapter 7, followed by a general discussion
in Chapter 8. We conclude the thesis in Chapter 9.

13



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter serves as an introduction to the �eld of automatic image tagging
by reviewing selected previous work. First we give a quick general overview
in Section 2.1 followed by a description of di�erent types of training examples
in Section 2.2. Why images have to be summarized is discussed in Section
2.3 and after that, proposed ways to build automatic tagging systems are
presented in Section 2.4. The chapter ends by looking at two di�erent ways
of evaluation the performance of automatic tagging systems in Section 2.5.

2.1 Automatic image tagging

To automatically tag an image with appropriate tags a system has to learn
how to link the visual modality, i.e. what is seen in the image, to the tex-
tual modality described by tags. By leveraging machine learning techniques
in combination with a collection of training examples called training set, a
system can learn what visual characteristics give rise to certain tags. The
training set consist of images that already have tags and can be viewed as
the knowledge base of any system. The main objective of any automatic
image tagging system can as such be divided into two operational phases.
First train a model to express the relationship between modalities then in
the second phase use the trained model to apply appropriate tags to a new
image without any tags, called untagged image in this report.

2.2 Training set

The selection of training set is crucial since the knowledge of a system is
limited by the information in the example images. Due to this there are no
current implementations of an automatic tagging system capable of tagging
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any given image with the correct tags. Instead, common practice is to con�ne
the training set to general categories such as landscapes, �owers, cats and so
on. The e�ect being that the system can only tag images containing these
categories.

The key aspects when obtaining a training set is the quantity and quality
of images and tags. Since training examples have to be manually annotated
there is often a trade-o� between these two factors. Subsequently there are
two di�erent types of training sets that are used in the literature. The most
common way is to use a dataset annotated by professionals [8, 9, 11, 14, 15,
18, 20, 22, 26, 27] where images and tags are of high quality. Here high quality
means that the images depict scenarios relevant to the categories and tags
depict the main features of the image. These professional datasets contain a
limited number of images with tags, usually less than 5000.

Another way is to collect a large dataset, often hundreds of thousands
of images, from online sources [12, 16, 23, 28, 31, 32, 34], often a photo
hosting site such as �ickr.com. Since web-mined images are not annotated
by professionals they contain more incorrect or irrelevant tags that are not
depicted in the image. In addition, the visual information of these images can
be less descriptive and contain a larger variety of related concepts. Images
like these are called noisy and the idea is that there should be a large enough
collection of not so noisy images to limit the negative e�ects. As mentioned
earlier we use online sources to gather images with tags. The reason we
chose to collect images from online sources is simply because there are no
professionally annotated sets where images have tag in Japanese, let alone
both English and Japanese.

2.3 Representing visual features in images

A digital image is usually represented as a structured collection of pixels
where each pixel is described by its color value. However in order to model
the relationship between images in a semantically meaningful way, they need
to be represented in terms of more descriptive concepts. A common way to
do this is to divide the image into regions and represent each region using
some feature. This way an image is described by a set of regions instead of
pixels, reducing the computational requirements. This also relates naturally
to the idea that an image contains visual objects in di�erent locations.

There are currently several di�erent ways to divide an image into regions,
the most simple divide images into blocks using a �xed grid layout[11, 15,
22]. More sophisticated methods try to segment the image by identifying
semantically meaningful regions [14, 18, 20, 8, 24]. These regions or blocks are
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described using low level image features. There are a range of di�erent types
but the most common describe things such as color, edge, texture or corner
features. This report will not describe in detail how these visual features are
extracted, for more in depth information see referenced articles. With these
features each region can be represented by a continuous visual feature vector
or by determining the most representative regions and expressing each image
as a collection of those. By comparing visual features between images (and
tags) a system can estimate what features are related to which tags. The
assumption is that similar visual features will describe similar concepts that
in turn can be observed in the tags.

2.4 Automatic tagging methods

When describing di�erent approaches to automatic image tagging there are
two key aspects that can be used to distinguish between them, namely the
machine learning algorithm used and the underlying assumptions about the
relationship between images and tags.

2.4.1 Discriminative methods

Discriminative methods tag images by classifying them into a prede�ned
category. Once an image has been declared to belong to a certain category,
appropriate tags from that category are chosen.

There have been several suggestions on how to classify images when it
comes to automatic image tagging. Everything from hidden Markov models
in [22] to simple support vector machines suggested by Cusano et al. in [11]
or by using Bayes point machines in [9]. However none of these methods are
ideal for our intended purposes. First of all they require a set of very high-
quality images to be used when training the classi�ers. Since we use web
mined image collections it is very di�cult, if not impossible, to �nd the most
representative images in such a large collection. Each classi�er needs to be
trained manually which seems very time consuming and cumbersome for such
large image collections. The biggest conceptual issue is that many images
do not belong to any particular category or class but rather comprise of a
mixture of several concepts from di�erent classes. The classi�cation approach
seems better suited when the images are con�ned to a more speci�ed category,
for example medical images.
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2.4.2 Generative methods

These methods are considered generative as they are based on conditional
probabilities were tags are conditionally generated from image features. The
di�erence from discriminative methods is that images are not de�ned as be-
longing to a certain class and that class determining what tags to apply.
Instead, image features are linked to tags in a more direct manner by es-
timating the conditional probabilities of the observed data in the training
set.

Translation models

In [14] Duygulu et al. view automatic image tagging as a translation problem
where each image region is matched with a single tag to create a form of
translation between the regions and the tags. This conceptual idea was
extended by Lavrenko et al. in [18] where the system considers not only
what image regions best match which tags but also how the tags match the
image regions. Related work by the same group in [15, 20] further extends
the same ideas where they move away from viewing image regions as objects
and instead treat them as continuous vectors. They consider the whole image
and not just one image region when estimating the best matching tags.

These translation based methods has only been realized using a small
dataset with a limited number of images and tags. It would seem that they
are not well suited for a large training set that we intend to use.

Latent aspect models

Latent aspect models for image annotation have been employed to try to
obtain more coherent results. The idea is to model underlying characteristics
in images by introducing a hidden topic (latent aspect) variable, see Figure
2.1. The assumption is that all images can be described by a mixture of
di�erent topics. Topics are considered hidden as they cannot be observed
directly from the images and can best be explained as patterns in the data.

One common issue in automatic image tagging models is the sparseness
in the training examples. Usually images only contain a few tags, making the
probability of an image beeing linked to tags that are not in their original
annotation, very small (see Figure 2.1a). By conditioning the probabilities
of tags and images on topics, the model becomes more mixed and su�er
less from the sparseness problem (see Figure 2.1b)). In addition, the topic
variable reduces the dimensionality of the data, making it possible to model
larger collections of images.
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual illustration of the relationship between images and
tags. Arrows indicate the generative process where tags are conditioned on
images.

An approach using latent aspect formulation described in [7] is the latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) originally used for topic discovery in text docu-
ments. Blei et al. showed in [8] that LDA can be used to tag images auto-
matically using their proposed correspondence-LDA model. The key insight
they provide is that images and tags both describe the same concepts but
not necessarily in the same way. By making tags and images conditionally
independent they can obtain a correspondence between the two. Assigning
tags to an image is done by �rst generating a set of hidden topics from the
image regions. These topics are then used to estimate what tags to associate
with the image.

Another suggested approach using latent class formulation is probabilistic
latent semantic analysis (PLSA). PLSA is a statistical model to analyze two
mode co-occurrences and was originally used to model the occurrence of
words in text documents. As with LDA it can be adjusted to model the co-
occurrences of images and tags where the system estimates the conditional
probability of tags occurring with images using hidden topics.

In its general form PLSA is modeled using the co-occurrence data where di

denote the i:th image and xj the j:th image feature in the following equation

P (xj|di) =
∑
K

P (xj|zk)P (zk|di) (2.1)

where for each pair of xj and di, we estimate the conditional probability by
summation over all hidden topics zk. In our case the image features can either
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be tags or visual features representing the image. Essentially the equation
performs a probabilistic clustering where the cluster centroids are the hidden
topics.

Both PLSA and LDA have been widely used and accepted. There is
no clear indication whether PLSA or LDA performs better although PLSA
seems to be in slight favor based on the useage in recent articles. In the end
we decided to go with a PLSA approach since it had shown to be capable
of modeling large web-mined datasets [28, 23] and is used in di�erent explo-
rations of these sets [12]. It is worth to note; however, that this thesis work
is not dependent on a speci�c learning model.

Implemented method

We implemented the method called PLSA-WORDS described by Monay and
Gatica in [27]. This method takes into account the semantic contribution of
images and tags, conceptually similar to that of correspondence-LDA[8] but
with a very di�erent realization. The observation they make is that tags are
more discriminative than visual features and as such they provide a better
hidden topic estimate.

The proposed method �rst estimates the conditional probability of tags
in images and, in the process, the hidden topic variables are estimated using
one PLSA model. After that a second PLSA model estimates the conditional
probability of visual features in images using the same, now �xed, topic
variables as in the �rst PLSA. The e�ect is that the image features are forced
to be conditioned on the same topics found in the tags, making di�erent topics
more distinct.

2.5 Performance evaluation of automatic tag-

ging systems

The biggest concern when evaluating the tags of an image is how do we
judge if the tags are correct or not? Since tags should re�ect what can be
observed by looking at the image, the notion of what is correct is subjective.
Evaluation of automatic tagging systems is done on a set of images without
tags referred to as test set in this report, that are tagged using the constructed
system.

To limit the subjective e�ects, automatic evaluations are sometimes used
where measurements such as accuracy, precision and recall are common. To
be able to do this type of automatic evaluation, there has to be a way to
determine what tags are correct for an image that has been tagged, meaning
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that there has to be a �correct set of tags�. What researchers do is that they
take images with tags, remove the tags and use them as the ground truth.
The system then tags the image and the resulting system-generated tags can
be compared to the ground truth for that image. Only the tags that were
present in the original annotation are considered correct. Since the original
tags are manually annotated there still exists some subjective in�uence but
the advantage is that using the same dataset and evaluation measures as
others, di�erent approaches in di�erent articles can be compared.

There are obvious limitations to this approach since all tags that are not
in the original annotation are regarded as incorrect, even though they might
describe relevant information. Furthermore most metrics are biased against
the number of tags in the original annotation (ground truth), this is because
it is easier to predict a few number of tags correctly. This approach is most
often used when the images come from a professionally annotated dataset
since the original tags should have high relevance to the image.

The other option is to have human test subjects evaluate the results. The
main idea is to compare the performance of di�erent methods using the same
set of persons. By doing so, one method can show enhanced performance
compared to another. The results can either be judged independently or they
can be compared against each other for a more direct comparison. Since tags
are judged by humans all �correct� tags will be considered. This evaluation
approach is more common when the used training set is not a professional
one, as is the case in this thesis. Often there are images with very few or
incorrect tags that are not suitable to use as the ground truth. In addition
there might be many images that do not actually contain the information that
is speci�ed by the tag. This evaluation approach is more subjective than the
automatic evaluation and is not easy to compare with related articles. It is
worth to note that the evaluation is more user centered since the evaluation
can be seen as someone using the system to choose what tags to apply to the
image.

The evaluation in this report is performed using test subjects but in
Appendix B.1 we show results from an automatic evaluation to show the
e�ectiveness of the system compared to random tagging.
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Chapter 3

Dataset

This chapter describes the process of obtaining a collection of images with
tags that will be used when training our automatic tagging systems. Section
3.1 outlines the process of collecting the data followed by Section 3.2 where
we describe the �ltering of tags. In Section 3.3 and 3.4 we present some
language statistics and analyze possible implications of these.

3.1 Collecting images with tags

To our knowledge there are no publicly available datasets where images have
tags in Japanese let alone where images have tags in both languages. To
obtain our dataset we collected images with tags from �ickr.com [1], a site
where users upload and share personal images. Each image is manually
tagged by the owner of that image resulting in a large variety of the quality
and quantity of tags for each image. Using their public API [2] we collected
318146 unique images belonging to at least one of the twelve categories shown
in Table 3.1. Each category was de�ned by a set of keywords in both English
and Japanese. This means that even tough some images might have several
keyword tags, the image was put into the category based on the keyword
used to query for that image. The categories were selected by looking at how
many images were available with Japanese tags. This way we tried to obtain
the best possible image collection for a Japanese automatic tagging system.

Images were downloaded by specifying queries containing the category
keywords (for a detailed description of keywords see Appendix A.1). When
querying using English keywords we required the resulting images to also
have the tag �Japan� or �Japanese�. By adding this constraint we hoped to
get more similar visual concepts1 in the two language datasets. With these

1In di�erent countries or cultures the same concept might look very di�erent, for ex-
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Category Number of images

car 23206
dog 20799

�reworks 25036
�ower 60104
food 54179

hanami 16988
ski 12396
sumo 11856

tokyotower 12377
sea 44047
bird 17247
bike 19911
total 318146

Table 3.1: Collected dataset comprising of twelve di�erent categories.
Hanami is a Japanese custom of cherry blossom viewing. Sumo is a very
famous Japanese wrestling style and tokyotower is a well-known landmark
in central Tokyo.

Total number Number of Number of

of tags unique tags images in each set

English 2849658 (69.3%) 46302 291628
Japanese 558867 (13.6%) 16793 145763
Removed 703468 (17.1%) � �

Table 3.2: Tag statistic for each language after the �ltering process. Number
of unique tags are how many uniquely spelled words there are in the total
number of tags.

requirements we collected all images containing any of the keywords that
were uploaded during the period 2005-10-01 to 2009-10-01.

3.2 Tag processing

In order to construct one automatic tagging system for each of the two lan-
guages, the tags in the dataset had to be �ltered. Since images can contain
tags in any language we had to extract all English and Japanese tags. During
the language �ltering process tags that contained numerals or non-alphabetic
characters were removed as well as tags written using other characters than
those found in English or Japanese. Filtering out such words from data ob-
tained online is considered a minimum �ltering step. Deciding what language

ample, most Japanese houses look very di�erent from American houses
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Figure 3.1: Average number of tags per image for both languages divided by
category. The right most columns are the total average over all categories.

a single word or tag belongs to is not a straightforward process, for a more
detailed description of our naive approach see Appendix A.1. Results from
the �ltering process can be seen in Table 3.2. From now on we refer to all
images containing at least one tag in English as the English set and all images
containing at least one tag in Japanese as the Japanese set.

3.3 Observations

Analyzing characteristics of the collected data, we found the following di�er-
ences between the two language sets:

• As indicated in Table 3.2 there are far more tags in English both in
total and in number of unique words.

• The average number of tags for all images in each of the twelve cate-
gories seen in Figure 3.1 is lower for the Japanese set in all categories.
The average image in the Japanese set has 3.8 tags whereas the average
is 8.9 tags per image for the English set.
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ing both Japanese and English tags.
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• Figure 3.2 shows that the derived English set has fewer number of
images per user than the Japanese set. We observe that there are 16563
users contributing to the English set and only 5403 users contributing
to the Japanese set.

• Many images have tags in both English and Japanese meaning that
there is a overlap between the two image sets. Further analysis showed
that 121224 images have tags in both languages. Figure 3.3 shows
the average number of tags for this overlapping set. The number of
English tags per image is still considerably higher with an average of
8.1 compared to the Japanese set having an average of 3.3 tags per
image.

3.4 Conclusions

From the observations we can see that the English language data collection
contains both more images and more tags per image. This is likely the most
important factor that would in�uence the result of the automatic tagging
systems. This indicates that the English system should perform better since
it contains richer semantic information.

Furthermore we observe that images in the English set originate from
a larger group of users meaning that the tag information should be more
diverse. It is hard to say if this should improve results or not. On the one
hand, more diverse tags should result in a more complete model, but on the
other hand, it might result in weaker semantic links between the tags.

Surprisingly enough we also �nd that 83% of images with tags in Japanese
also contain tags in English. The nice feature of that overlapping set is that
the visual information (images) is the same. If we compare a English and
Japanese automatic annotation systems using this set during training we
could eliminate the e�ects of di�erent visual information in the two sets. We
would be able to compare the language e�ect by tags only, and not having
to deal with the unknown factor of di�erent images in the two sets.
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Chapter 4

Automatic tagging system

We construct two automatic tagging systems, one to tag images with English
tags and one to tag images with Japanese tags. In this chapter we discuss the
selection of methods from the perspective of building one system since the
process will be the same for both. In section 4.2 we describe the techniques
used to represent the visual information of images and what visual features
we use. Section 4.3 contains detailed information on the model used by our
automatic tagging systems, both in terms of learning and how we infer what
tags to apply to an untagged image.

4.1 System overview

The process of using PLSA-WORDS is divided into two stages that we have
divided into 8 steps. First we train the system (item 1-4) and using the
knowledge we gained from that we can then tag images (item 5-8). The
following list and its enumeration corresponds to the graph in Figure 4.1.

1 - Train Extract and represent the tags or visual features from all images
in the training set.

2 - Train Build two co-occurrence matrices (Section 4.3), one for tags and
one for visual features.

3 - Train Estimate how tags are conditioned on the images. A hidden topic
distribution is obtained in this step.

4 - Train Estimate how visual features are conditioned on the images using
the same topic distribution as in step 3.

5 - Tag Extract the visual features from a test image without tags.
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Figure 4.1: System process overview where we separate between training and
tagging test images.

6 - Tag Estimate what learned topics best describe the visual features of
the test image.

7 - Tag Using the hidden topic estimates from step 6, estimate what tags
are best described by the topic mixture.

8 - Tag From the obtained probabilities of tags choose the most likely ones
to apply to the image.

4.2 Image representation

Using a similar approach to those in [23, 26] we construct a bag-of-visual-
words model [10] to represent images. To get a more diverse image repre-
sentation we combine the bag-of-visual-words model with a feature repre-
sentation presented in [33]. After processing the images in the training set
each image can be represented by a visual feature vector which contains the
concatenation of the two image representations.
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4.2.1 Bag-of-visual-words

The bag-of-visual-words model can be seen as determining a vocabulary of
visual words that best describe the visual information of the images in the
training set. A visual word is a quantized image feature that describes a
certain visual concept. Using scale invariant feature transform (SIFT)[24]
we represent each image in the training set as a collection of key-points.
These key-points describe local patches in the image that are found using
a di�erence of Gaussian(DoG) function. The DoG samples the image with
di�erent blur factors (Gaussian blur) and subtracts the images from each
other to obtain an image where contours and patterns are visible. The process
can be seen as applying a band pass �lter to the image.

The key-points are considered stable as they are robust against rotation,
translation, scaling and changes in illumination allowing for good object de-
tection in images. SIFT has shown good performance [21, 26, 19] modeling
di�erent types of image content in addition to working well with the latent
aspect model. The extracted key-points, in the form of vectors, of all images
are clustered using k-means clustering to obtain a small number of represen-
tative key-points, determined by the cluster centroids. These representative
key-points are used as the vocabulary of the bag-of-visual words model. All
other key-points are mapped to their respective centroid resulting in an image
to be represented as a count of how many key-points belong to each cluster,
a histogram as such.

4.2.2 Additional visual features

We extract three additional visual descriptors to represent each image. As
detailed in [6] the features include color moments, edge direction histogram
and local binary pattern. The color moments and edge directions histogram
represent di�erent visual features than that of SIFT. Local binary pattern
describes similar characteristics as SIFT features but are used in a di�erent
way.

Color moments and local binary patterns are extracted for each block
from a 5x5 grid segmenting the image. Color moments describe the color
distribution of the pixels in the block for each channel in the LUV color space
by mean, standard deviation and skewness factors. In our representation of
color moments we only consider the mean and standard deviation of each
color channel to avoid negative values in combination with the bag-of-words
model. Since we are building co-occurance matrices the current model cannot
treat negative occurance values in a correct manner. The standard deviation
and skewness factor of each color channel is highly correlated, so the loss of
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descriptive information should be limited.
Local binary patterns describe textural properties in an image using Ga-

bor wavelet features [25], a well known image analysis method. Images are
represented by a 10 bin histogram for each block where the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the Gabor �lter response at four scales and six orientations
are used. The edge direction histogram detect edges in an image using a
Canny �lter. The direction of edges is used to represent the image as a his-
togram where each bin is de�ned at a �ve degree intervals between 0 and 360
degrees.

4.3 PLSA-WORDS

Each of the four di�erent visual features are normalised individually to sum
to 1 for each image. After that we de�ne our visual feature vector as the
concatenation of the bag-of-visual words model with the additional histogram
features. An image di in a collection of D number of images is represented
by a vector

Vi = [vi1, vi2, ..., vim, ..., viM ] (4.1)

of length M where vim indicates the occurrence of visual feature m in image
di given as an intervall from 0 to 1.

To represent the tags we de�ne a vocabulary W = {w1, w2, ..., wn, ..., wN}
of size N where wn is a tag. The tags chosen as the vocabulary are the N
most frequently occurring tags in the training set. The tags for each image
di is represented by a tag feature vector

Ti = [ti1, ti2, ..., tin, ..., tiN ] (4.2)

where tin indicates if the image is tagged with tag wn or not (binary measure).
The collection of all visual feature vectors (Equation 4.1) of the training

examples are combined to form the co-occurrence matrix of visual features
and images, Figure 4.2a, where columns contain visual features and each
row represents one images. In the same way the collection of all tag feature
vectors (Equation 4.2) for all images are combined to for the co-occurrence
matrix of tags and images, Figure 4.2b, where each column represents a tag
and each row represents one image.

These two matrices are the input into the PLSA-WORDS model and are
used during the EM-step (Section 4.3.2).
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v11 v12 · · · v1m · · · v1M
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
vi1 vi2 · · · vim · · · viM
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
vD1 vD2 · · · vDm · · · vDM


(a) Co-occurnace matrix of visual features
and images


t11 t12 · · · t1n · · · t1N
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
ti1 ti2 · · · tin · · · tiN
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
tD1 tD2 · · · tDn · · · tDN


(b) Co-occurnace matrix of tags and im-
ages

Figure 4.2: The two co-occurence matrices where each row contains the image
representation of an image di for all images D.

4.3.1 Learning model

The �rst step in the PLSA-WORDS model is to estimate the probability
of a tag tn belonging to an image di by summation over all hidden topics
K. In this step we use the co-occurance matrix of tags and images (Figure
4.2a). Using the standard PLSA formula we estimate the following three
conditional probabilities in the form of probability matrices

P (tn|di) =
∑
K

P (tn|zk)P (zk|di) (4.3)

where P (tn|zk) is the probability that tag tn is generated by topic zk and
P (zk|di) is the probability that the hidden topic zk is generated by image
di. The number of hidden topics K is de�ned manually and usually decided
by running the model a few times and then choosing a number thought to
give good performance. The equation is estimated using the EM-algorithm
(Section 4.3.2).

The following step uses a smilar model to estimate the probability of
visual feature vm given image di by

P (vm|di) =
∑
K

P (vm|zk) P (zk|di)︸ ︷︷ ︸
from eq. 4.3

(4.4)

where P (zk|di) is �xed to that of Equation 4.3, meaning that when running
the EM-algorithm we do not update that value. This way the model forces
the visual features to be modeled on the same topics estimated by the tags.
Forcing the topic estimates to be the same in both PLSA steps is the key-
feature of PLSA-WORDS.
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4.3.2 Expectation-maximization algorithm

Detailed in [13, 17] the EM algorithm is used in latent class formulations
to obtain a maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters. The process
is de�ned iteratively in two steps and terminated when a stop criterion is
reached. In our case it �ts the probabilistic parameters to the observed data
found in the co-occurrence matrices. The estimation process stops when the
change in log-likelihood of the estimated variables is less than some prede�ned
value or when the number of iterations reaches a maximum value. The EM-
algorithm can get stuck at local maximum points and there are ways of
eliminating that behavior, we however do not implement this.

To start o� we de�ne an observation pair n(di, xj), as the number of times
a tag or visual feature xj occurs in image di. The obsevation pair n(di, xj) is
simply an element in one of the co-occurance matrices ( tin or vim depending
if we model tags of visual features shown in Figure 4.2). The goal of the EM-
algorithm is to estimate the conditional probabilities needed in Equations
4.3 and 4.4. In the �rst iteration, the conditional probabilities are randomly
initialized and all sum to 1. After that the following iteration it + 1 uses the
randomly initialized conditional parameters P (xj|zk) and P (zk|di) in

P (zk|xj, di)
it+1 =

P (xj|zk)
itP (zk|di)

it∑Nz

k=1 P (xj|zk)itP (zk|di)it
(4.5)

to estimate the new topic probabilities P (zk|xj, di) that are then used in the
second step. Here n(di) is the number of times the image di occurs (in our
case always 1 since we do not have duplicate images). We now compute the
following

P (xj|zk)
it+1 =

∑Nd

i=1 n(di, xj)P (zk|di, xj)
it+1∑Nx

m=1

∑Nd

i=1 n(di, xj)P (zk|di, xj)it+1
(4.6)

P (zk|di)
it+1 =

∑Nx

i=1 n(di, xj)P (zk|di, xj)
it+1

n(di)
(4.7)

to update the sought conditional probabilities. The process then re-iterates
with it + 2 and so on in Equation 4.5. When the iteration process stops we
have obtained the conditional probability estimates P (xj|zk) and P (zk|di)
used in Equation 4.3 and 4.4.

4.3.3 Automatically tagging an image

After the model has has learned the conditional probabilities of both PLSA
models they can be used to estimate the probability of tags for a new, pre-
viously unseen, image without any tags. For an untagged image the only
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available information are the visual features, represented the same way as
all images in the training set. Given a new image dnew we want to infer
the probability of tags tn given that image i.e. P (tn|dnew). Observe that the
probability matrix P (vm|zk) (from Equation 4.4) does not depend on the new
image dnew. Also note that we use the obtained probability estimates from
learning to �fold-in� the new image dnew. We are essentially appending the
new image to the existing training data and re-running the EM-algorithm
(without updating P (vm|zk)) and estimate

P (vm|dnew) =
∑
K

P (vm|zk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
from learning eq. 4.4

P (zk|dnew) (4.8)

where we want to obtain what topics describe the image. This means that we
try to �t dnew to the existing model and in the process we obtain P (zk|dnew)
that we use to calculate how likely tags tn belong to the new image dnew. The
following equation is a simple matrix multiplication since both conditional
probability matrices are known by now.

P (tn|dnew) =
∑
K

P (tn|zk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
from learning eq. 4.3

P (zk|dnew)︸ ︷︷ ︸
from eq. 4.8

(4.9)

From the estimated probabilities of tags given dnew the system simply applies
the tags with highest probability of being correct. Here either a threshold
probability can be used to determine how many tags to apply, or the system
simply selects a �xed number of tags.
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Chapter 5

Translation matrix

In this chapter we present our proposed method to improve the Japanese
tagging system. We describe the method from a general perspective since is
can be used with any languages under the conditions provided in this chapter.
First we describe the motivations to improve the Japanese language model
in section 5.1 followed by the general method and its merits in Section 5.2

5.1 Motivation

By analyzing the datasets in Chapter 3, we saw that the English dataset had
better qualities in terms of number of tags per image and number of images
per user. This lead us to believe that the English automatic tagging system
should perform much better than the Japanese. Based on that indication
we wanted to explore a way to use the English automatic tagging system
to produce tags in Japanese. In general terms, we want to leverage a more
descriptive language model to tag images in a second language where less
descriptive data is available.

The simplest way of doing this would be to use a dictionary and translate
the resulting tags, word by word, to get tags in the preferred language. This
approach however has some limitations since correct word to word transla-
tion is not always possible. Word translation cannot distinguish between
homographs 1 or consider the context of the word since it is not given as part
of a sentence. Furthermore since the tags in our dataset are obtained from
online sources they contain many colloquial or other words that a traditional
dictionary cannot understand. Since the tags are de�ned by the user who
is likely to write in their own language, the tags can capture local or lan-
guage speci�c meaning. When using an automatic tagging system in another

1Homographs are words that are spelled the same but have di�erent meaning.
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sea, beach, japan,
日本 , 海

sea, blue, beach,
rocks, 青 , 海 , 岩

 fish, blue, japan,
日本 , 青

海 (sea) 日本 (japan) 青 (blue) 岩 (rocks)

sea 2 1 1 1

beach 2 1 1 1

japan 1 2 1 0

blue 1 1 2 1

rocks 1 1 1 2

Translation matrix 
(co-occurrence table) 

Sea → 海
Beach → 海
Japan → 日本
Blue →  青
Rocks → 岩

Translations

rocks, 岩

Figure 5.1: Simpli�ed example of translation using co-occurrences of tags in
di�erent languages.

language these words are lost since the users providing the tags are not the
same and do not have that knowledge2. To address some of these issues we
propose a method that uses the co-occurrence of tags in di�erent languages
to translate.

5.2 Translation without a dictionary

The idea is to use images that contain tags in two di�erent languages and
count the number of times each language word co-occurs in images with
words in the other language. The assumption is that the tags in di�erent
languages for one image should express the same concepts since they are
used to describe the same image. It is important to note that the tags are
not assumed to describe the exact same words. By counting the number of
co-occurrences of tags in all images we obtain an estimate of what words
describe the same thing. The co-occurrences of words are represented in a
translation matrix, see Figure 5.1 for a graphical overview. A translation of

2Ex. When Japanese describe noodles they always specify what type it is, something
Swedish people almost never do. In the same way Swedish often specify the type of pasta
whereas Japanese usually just say pasta
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word A in one language to word B in another is simply the most co-occurring
word B with A for all words in the language of B. For a more formal de�nition
see Section 5.3.

There are several merits of this approach compared to a naive dictionary,
keeping in mind that we have a limited vocabulary that is derived from a set
of images. First of all the method can always provide a translation of any
given word in the dataset, even though the translation is not always literal it
will re�ect a related subject. Since the resulting translated word is derived
from the original language tags found in the images the meaning should be
more adapted to the image information. This is a key aspect because we are
indirectly conditioning the translation of words on the categories seen in the
images, since the task is to tag images containing these categories this should
improve the resulting tags in the translated language. This also address some
issue of language speci�c di�erences mentioned in Section 5.1. For comments
on issues using our proposed method see Section 8.3

5.3 Formal de�nition of translation matrix

To give a more precise de�nition of what we mean when we say translation
matrix we de�ne it as follows.

Assume there is a collection C of images where each image has tags in both
language LA and LB. We de�ne a vocabulary WA = {w1A, ..., wmA, ..., wMA}
of size M where each wmA is a tag in language LA. In the same way we
de�ne a vocabulary WB = {w1B, ..., wnB, ..., wNB} of size N where each wnB

is a tag in language LB. We then construct a translation matrix TLA→LB
of

size M ×N as

TLA→LB
=


t1,1 · · · t1,n · · · t1,N
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

tm,1 · · · tm,n · · · tm,N
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

tM,1 · · · tM,n · · · tM,N


where position tm,n indicates how many times tag wmA co-occurs with tag
wnB in C, denoted n(wmA, wnB). The translation of a word wmA to wxB

consist in �nding the maximum n(wmA, wxB) for 1 ≤ x ≤ N .
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Chapter 6

Experiments

With our experiments described in this chapter we want to test how the
English and Japanese automatic tagging systems perform. Furthermore we
also want to test our proposed method of using the English automatic tagging
systems in combination with our proposed translation matrix to tag images
in Japanese. In order to test these aspects we decided to compare three
di�erent methods, seen in Figure 6.1. Results using a standard Japanese
automatic tagging system compared to results using an English automatic
tagging system where we translated the results either by using a dictionary
or by using our proposed translation matrix.

First we describe the settings of our system in Section 6.1 followed by
arguments on why we chose to perform a human evaluation in Section 6.2.
We then describe how we designed the evaluation task in section 6.3 followed
by the measurements used in the evaluation in Section 6.4.

6.1 System setup

To test these di�erent methods we decided to use the set of images that
contain both English and Japanese tags. This way we have two datasets
of images and tags, one for each language, where the images are exactly the
same for both sets. This allows us to test the in�uence of tags without having
to consider di�erences in visual information in the two sets. In our dataset
there were 116273 images that had tags in both languages.

Images were reduced to 25% of their original size, this speeds up the
processing time and is generally said to reduce noise when extracting visual
features. We constructed the visual feature vectors, see Section 4.2, of images
using a 300 dimensional bag-of-visual-words model where SIFT features were
extracted using VLFeat [30]. This was concatenated with the visual feature
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representation where color moments of 150 dimensions, local binary pattern
of 250 dimensions and edge orientation histogram of 73 dimensions made up
a total of 473 dimensions. The combined visual representation resulted in a
773 dimensional vector for each image.

The bag-of-visual-words vocabulary was derived by randomly sampling
10% of the entire dataset of images, making it 31814 images. This was done
to speed up the process of the k-means clustering of SIFT features since it is
a very time consuming operation, this is considered common practice when
clustering large data collections of visual features.

When constructing the tag feature vector, see Section 4.3, we encoded the
10% most common tags for each language. This means that the tag feature
vector for the English tags has 4630 dimensions and the Japanese tag feature
vector has 1679 dimensions. By encoding the 10% most common unique tags
we capture 81.9% of all English tags in all images and 81.8% of all Japanese
tags. The size of the tag feature vectors had to be limited to 10% to reduce
memory requirements when running the PLSA-WORDS algorithm.

To implement the PLSA-WORDS model we extended the standard PLSA
implementation given as part of a short course at ICCV 2005 [3, 4]. Since the
two language models were based on the same images and therefore categories
we used the same number of latent aspects in both models. After some initial
testing we set the number of hidden topics to 40 and the maximum number
of iterations of the EM algorithm to 300, the early stopping log-likelihood
di�erence was set to 1.0.

6.2 Human evaluation

Given that our dataset was obtained from online sources where tags and im-
ages are of much lower quality, we decided to evaluate the performance using
test subjects. The main reason for this decision was that we want to make
a fair comparison where all possibly correct tags were considered. Since we
know that the Japanese images have fewer tags, see Section 3.3, an auto-
matic evaluation would be biased and indicate better relative performance
compared to the English set. Since the three di�erent methods we wanted to
evaluate were in two di�erent languages we would have had to �nd human
subject that were bilingual in Japanese and English to get a fair comparison.
Instead we decided to translate the tags produced by the standard English
automatic tagging system into Japanese using a dictionary. The resulting
tags were translated one by one using Google translate [5], if no translation
was found we kept the original word. This way all three methods were pro-
ducing tags in Japanese and could then be evaluated by Japanese speakers.
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Figure 6.1: The three di�erent methods we evaluated in our experiments.

An overview of the experimental setup can bee seen in Figure 6.1.

6.3 Evaluation design

Each of the two language dependent datasets were divided randomly so that
90% of the images were used to train each model and the remaining 10%
was used for testing. We made sure that the images in the training and and
testing set were exactly the same for both language models. The 10% testing
images without tags were inputed into each automatic tagging system. From
the test images we randomly selected 5 images from each of the 12 categories
making it a total of 60 images. For all images in each method we kept the
10 most likely tags for each image.

We used all the tags encoded in each tag feature vector to construct our
translation matrix capable of translating words from English to Japanese. It
is important to note that this means that the method of using a translation
matrix has the exact same vocabulary as the Japanese automatic tagging
system. This means that the words that can be chosen as tags are exactly
the same for these two approaches. The 10 English tags for each image were
translated to the most co-occurring Japanese tag. We added a condition such
that if the Japanese tag was already present in the annotation of the image,
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For reference: 
Result1 → Translation matrix 
Result2 → Dictionary 
Result3 → Original Japanese

Figure 6.2: An example image with the di�erent set of tags from each of
the three methods. This is how the images were presented to the human
evaluators.

we would pick the next most co-occurring tags and so on. This way there
were no duplicates in the resulting tags for each image.

Using the 60 images and the three di�erent tagging results from each
method we constructed an evaluation sheet that we distributed to 12 test
subjects. We presented each image with the three di�erent results, containing
10 tags each in order of most likely tag �rst, allowing the test subject to judge
the tags based on what he or she saw in the image. An example image with
tags as presented to our human test subjects can be seen in Figure 6.2.

6.4 Evaluation measures

The subjects were asked to judge each tag individually as either correct,
incorrect or unknown. A tag was to be judged as correct if the tag re�ected
information seen in the image, if not it should be judged as incorrect. If it
was not clear whether the tag was describing some aspect of the photo or not
it should be judged as unknown. In addition to the individual tag judgments
subjects where asked to rank each result by comparing it to the other two
(seen at the bottom of the table in Figure 6.2). Here the entire set of 10 tags
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per result should be taken into consideration to form a overall performance
ranking. The results for each image had to be judged as best, second best
and worst, forcing the subject to give a relative ranking. The best result is
given score 1, second best result score 2 and worst score 3.

This provided us with two di�erent metrics, one independent tag mea-
sure and one dependent result measure. The independent measure provides
a more detailed evaluation metric and can tell us something about tag char-
acteristics. The result ranking can be seen as a user experience measure
where the user of an automatic tagging system care more about the result
as a whole.
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Chapter 7

Results

In this chapter we present the results from our human evaluation of three
di�erent automatic tagging systems capable of tagging images in Japanese,
the following names are used to referred to each method.

• Original Japanese method - images are tagged using the Japanese au-
tomatic tagging system that only contains original Japanese words.

• Dictionary method - images are tagged using the English automatic
tagging system. The resulting tags are then translated into Japanese
using Google translate as dictionary.

• Translation matrix method - images are tagged using the English au-
tomatic tagging system. The resulting tags are then translated into
Japanese using our proposed translation matrix.

In Section 7.1 we compare the performance of each method using the eval-
uated results. We try to illustrate the di�erence in tags in Section 7.2 by
giving some examples of di�erent annotations.

7.1 Comparing methods

We start by looking at the di�erent performance measures we selected de-
scribed in Section 6.4. First we can see how the subject judged individual
tags, by looking at Figure 7.1 we see that on average the two systems using
the English language model have a higher percentage of correct tags. We
can also observe that the range of how many percent each individual test
subject considered to be correct varies. This is likely due to the di�culty
of deciding what tags are correct, personal opinion plays an important role.
If we look at Figure 7.2 where the subjects average ranking score for each
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Figure 7.1: Box plot showing the variation in test subjects responses in
average percentage of correct tags. The box is bounded by the lower and
upper quartile of the response data and the middle (red) line indicate the
median value.

method is shown we see the same trend again. The original Japanese method
performs considerably worse than the other two when all 10 tags per result
are considered as a whole. We can also observe that when subjects are forced
to rank each result the gap between the original Japanese method and the
other two becomes more distinct.

When looking at a more detailed graph shown in Figure 7.3 were the
average percentage of correct tags are divided by category, we see a large dif-
ference in performance among the categories. We observe that the original
Japanese preforms worse in all categories except two, �dog� and �hanami�,
where the performance is very similar for all three methods. When looking
at the total average the dictionary method has a slightly higher percentage
of correct tags than the translation matrix method. If we look at the corre-
sponding category-divided graph in Figure 7.4 showing the ranked result we
again see that the original Japanese model performs worst in most categories.

7.2 Tags and translation

We try to show di�erences in methods by presenting some examples of tags
that were judged by the test subjects. Since the tags are in Japanese we
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Figure 7.2: Box plot showing the variation in test subjects responses in
ranking result. Note that a lower score means better performance. The box
is bounded by the lower and upper quartile of the response data and the red
line indicate the median value.
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Translation matrix Dictionary Original Japanese Simple meaning

ビーチ 浜辺 浜辺 ,海水浴場 ,砂浜 beach

車 車 ,自動車 車 car

桜 桜 桜 ,さくら ,サクラ ,花見 ,満開 cherry blossom

雲 雲 雲 cloud

花火 花火 花火 fireworks

花 花 花 flowers

海 海 海 sea

空 空 空 sky

自転車 自転車 bike

風景 風景 landscape

写真 写真 picture

東京 東京 tokyo

水面 水 water

鳥 bird

日本 japan

自然 nature

動物 animal

Figure 7.5: The top 15 tags for each method that was judged as correct the
most number of times.
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Original English word Translation matrix Dictionary 

water 水面
Meaning:water surface

水  
Meaning:water

shiba 柴犬
Meaning: Shiba dog 
A common Japanese dog breed

芝
Meaning: Grass Lawn 
Pronounced [shiba]

seta 瀬田五丁目
Meaning: Seta district 5th block
A local district in Tokyo called Seta

剛毛
Meaning:hairy 
with thick hair 

travel 旅行
Meaning: travel

運行
Meaning: service
scheduled travel service 

ski スキー
Meaning: skiing

スキー場
Meaning: ski area

tower 東京タワー
Meaning: Tokyo tower
A famous landmark in Tokyo

塔
Meaning: tower

tohoku 東北
Meaning: Tohoku
A group of six prefectures on the main island of Japan

京浜東北線
Meaning: Keihintohoku 
The name of a train line

wrestling 大相撲
Meaning: Sumo wrestling (tournament)

レスリング
Meaning: wrestling

tournament 大相撲
Meaning: Sumo wrestling (tournament)

トーナメント
Meaning: tournament

ryogoku 両国国技館
Meaning: Kokugikan ryogoku
Name of sumo arena located in ryogoku 

両国
Meaning: Ryogoku 
a local district in Tokyo

Figure 7.6: Examples taken from the images in the evaluation of when the
translation matrix provides better translation than the dictionary approach.

provide short but not always exact explanation of the meaning.
By looking at the table in Figure 7.5 we see that even though the vocab-

ulary of the translation matrix method is the same as the original Japanese
the tags that are considered correct the most number of times di�er to some
extent. More interesting is that the tags are very similar in the case of the
translation matrix and the dictionary method, indicating that the proposed
translation matrix can in fact capture the same tag information as the dic-
tionary method. We also observe that the average number of times any of
the 15 words are judged as correct by a single evaluator is 70 times for the
translation matrix, 77.5 times for the dictionary and 45 times for the original
Japanese method.

To illustrate some of the features, discussed in Section 5.2, of our pro-
posed method we present a few examples in Figure 7.6 where the trans-
lation provides interesting insights. Observing that words such as �shiba�,
�tower�,�wrestling� and �tournament� are highly linked to certain categories in
our training set (see Section 3.1) the translations using our proposed method
are likely to be more accurate than the dictionary. We further see that geo-
graphic locations such as �seta�, �tohoku� and �ryogoku� can be di�cult for
the dictionary to interpret correctly.

When looking at the tags that were judged as unknown the most num-
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ber of times by the test subjects we see a clear trend. Nine of the �fteen
most unknown tags in the Translation matrix result describe geographical
locations, in the Dictionary results the number is eight. Most in�uenced of
all is the original Japanese where thirteen of the �fteen most unknown tags
are geographical locations. This does not necessarily re�ect their perfor-
mance but we can observe that geographical locations are not always helpful
information.
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Chapter 8

Discussion

8.1 Translation matrix vs. Dictionary

We cannot observe any large di�erence in overall performance between our
proposed translation matrix compared to using a dictionary. There are sev-
eral possible reasons for this, �rst both methods use the same English tags
which they translate, so in a way they should perform in a similar manner.
We argue that the similar performance of the two methods validates our pro-
posed method and shows that it can provide good translations in the case
of automatic tagging systems. Another reason is that the overall percentage
of correct tags is low for all methods making small di�erences less visible.
There is no way to directly compare the performance to results presented
in other articles since the dataset and evaluation design is di�erent. We can
however say that automatic image tagging is still a very di�cult task and the
performance is often low. However we can show that using PLSA-WORDS
does in fact improve the performance greatly compared to random selection
see Appendix Figure B.5.

We note that even tough the performance in total is about the same there
are some categories where the result di�ers substantially. The dictionary
methods shows impressive accuracy in the �sea� category. It is not entirely
clear why this category performs so well but we can speculate that the images
contain good visual queues. Since the variables are initialized randomly and
the EM algorithm can get stuck at a local maximum the model does not
always produce the same result given the same input. Since �sea� is a strong
category in terms of number of images (Appendix Figure B.1) it might have a
high likelihood of being a dominant factor when estimating the hidden topics
in the PLSA model.
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8.2 Other insights

Another interesting observation is that it is not always the case that the
method with highest percentage of correct tags has the best rank. An ex-
ample is the category ��ower� where the original Japanese method has the
best rank but lowest percentage of correct tags. This is likely because of
the information in the correct tags can be more or less accurate. Tags that
describe the main concept of an image are more informative than tags that
depict some part of the background even though both are correct. Interest-
ingly enough the original Japanese method in the ��ower� category also has
the highest percentage of unknown tags, seen in Figure B.4. This might sug-
gest that the original Japanese tags contain very speci�c information (such
as di�erent types of �owers) that some of the test subjects could relate to
the picture but other could not.

By con�ning the translation of tags to the observed vocabulary in the
training set we have shown that our method can capture small di�erences in
meaning that a normal dictionary cannot handle. In fact the dictionary used
in the experiments is rather sophisticated and capable of interpreting words
that a standard dictionary cannot. This being said the Google translate
dictionary was not able to interpret 27.3 % of the 4630 most common words
in the English vocabulary used by the system and could not provide any
translation. We see that the user-generated tags provide a di�cult task
to any dictionary. One might argue such words should be removed to avoid
these problems. However when words are removed the semantic links between
images and tags becomes weaker and the system ends up performing worse,
something that can be observed with the original Japanese model. Some
related work �lter tags heavily to avoid any �bad� tags, possibly impairing
the performance.

We can see that images tagged by the systems contain a lot of geographical
locations in their tags, something that is often di�cult to determine if it is
correct or not, see Section 7.2. In [29] the authors showed that images on
�ickr.com often contain geographical tags. The problem is that in many
images there are no clear visual cues of where the image is taken, so it
would seem like a bad idea to suggest such information. Furthermore in the
resulting tags of the images in the evaluation there were sometimes several
geographical locations suggested, this seems confusing and probably not a
good solution. One interesting pursuit in future work might be to sort out
geographical tags and treat them separately, perhaps only suggesting one
location when there are enough visual cues.
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8.3 Highlighted issues and future work

One of the major drawback of using the original Japanese vocabulary in our
translation matrix is that the method does not add any new words. There
are more unique words in the English vocabulary that could potentially be
correct. Although we have shown that the Japanese vocabulary does contain
the necessary words to perform as good as the English vocabulary there are
still things that could be gained by incorporating new words. One way of
doing so and still maintaining some original vocabulary would be to try to
use a combination of the two methods. If the tags are translated using both
methods we should be able to construct some rules as to determine when to
use the dictionary result and when to use the translation matrix result.

Other interesting pursuits would be to improve the translation matrix.
Currently the translation tends to produce more common words because
words that occur a lot also co-occur a lot. Since we choose the most co-
occurring words as the translation we often end up with frequently occurring
words. There are numerous ways of addressing this issue, one way would
be to consider the occurrence of individual words in combination with the
co-occurrence when choosing a translation, if a word pair co-occurs about the
same number of times both words occur individually it should provide a good
translation. Another way would be to incorporate the translation as part of
the PLSA model. We could for example condition the translation of tags on
the hidden topics estimated when training the model. This should provide
translations where the categories of the images are considered more, although
this might not be the best solution since concepts would become more mixed
because of the latent class formulation. Alternatively we could construct a
translation matrix within each category of images, making the translation
directly linked with each category. One di�culty with that approach is how
do we know what word belongs to which category since the same word can
occurring in all categories but the translation might not be the same.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

It is di�cult, if not impossible, to obtain better training data in Japanese
than in English using online sources. From the results it seems that a po-
tential automatic tagging system tagging images with Japanese tags would
work better using the more semantically rich data set.

Based on the results we are able to conclude that the �minor language�
Japanese system performs worse compared to the �dominant language� En-
glish system. It is clear that the Japanese automatic tagging system su�ers
from the lack of semantic linkage in the Japanese training examples. Simply
put, there are fewer tags associated with each image. By making the results
independent of visual features in the images we are able to show that it is
only the lack of semantic information between tags in images that cause the
poor performance. Furthermore by using the same vocabulary in the original
Japanese and the translation matrix methods we show that the poor perfor-
mance is not merely because of a worse vocabulary but because of the weak
semantics in the automatic tagging process.

We have shown that the low performance of a minor language automatic
tagging system can be improved by utilizing a dominant language system by
translating the resulting tags. However automatic word-to-word translation
is not a straightforward process, especially in the case of user generated
tags since they contain a lot of words that are normally not found in a
dictionary. Our proposed solution to this was to create a translation between
the dominant language and the minor language tags by simply counting the
number of associations. We have shown that this approach can in several
cases translate unique information that a standard dictionary cannot. The
main reason for this is that our proposed method considers the context of the
tags. We were also able to show that the performance of using our proposed
method is about the same as using a standard dictionary.

To conclude we can say that this is only a �rst step to improving au-
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tomatic tagging in minor languages. The approach we use is very simple
and naive but still e�ective, hinting that the conceptual idea is good but the
technique we use is still a bit rough.
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Appendix A

Dataset

A.1 Tag processing

Since the tags on �ickr are generated by users from anywhere in the world
the tags can be written in almost any language. It is very di�cult to analyze
single words and trying to determine what language they are in. As an
example some words are written the same way in several languages but have
completely di�erent meaning. In addition, user generated tags might contain
slang or hidden meaning in some words. Such words are almost impossible to
interpret using a dictionary. We decided to not �lter tags using a dictionary
and allow words that might not be in the correct language. Perhaps the
most important reason is because using two di�erent languages makes it
very di�cult to ensure that the �ltering is �equal� for both languages. To
get a more fair comparison we also removed common English stop words 1

since they are generally not used in Japanese.
Determining Japanese words based on their character encoding is a di�-

cult problem since kanji (Chinese characters used in Japanese) characters are
originally Chinese. The naive approach we used meant that some Japanese
tags were actually Chinese words. This issue can be addressed but since
there is no standard solution we chose not to focus to much energy on this
matter since it is not an essential part of this thesis work.

1English words such as the, and, on that are used to structure sentences but carry little
semantic meaning
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Category Keywords Number of images

Car
car 14683

車 8523

Dog
dog 16275

犬 4524

Fireworks
fireworks 11300

花火 13736

Flower
flower 32748

花 27356

Food
food 43432

食物,食べ物 10747

Hanami
hanami 13367

花見 3621

Ski
ski,skiing 11130

スキー,スキー場 1266

Sumo
sumo 10711

相撲 1145

Tokyotower
tokyotower 8604

東京タワー 3773

Sea
sea 26558

海 17489

Bird
bird 8451

鳥 8769

Bike
bike 12400

自転車 7511

Figure A.1: Number of images per topic with the keywords used to obtain
them where we have separated the English and Japanese parts.
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(a) English
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(b) Japanese

Figure A.2: Plot illustrating the tag distribution among images in the two
sets. This is before the �ltering process removes some tags.
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Appendix B

Results

Here we provide a bit more detailed information on some of the aspects
concerning the experimental setup and the results. Figure B.1 shows the
number of images in each category that was used in the experiments. Figure
B.2 shows the average number of tags for each category after each image
only contains the top 10% most common tags as described in Chapter 6. In
Figure B.3 we see how all 12 test subjects judged each method on average.
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Figure B.1: Number of images in each category for the set of 116273 images
with both English and Japanese tags
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Figure B.2: The average number of tags per image for the set of images
containing both Japanese and English tags. The graph only shows the tags
that are in the top 10% as explained in the experimental setup.The English
average is 7.35 tags per image and the Japanese average is 3.42 tags per
image.
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(a) Original Japanese method
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(b) Dictionary method
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(c) Translation matrix method

Figure B.3: The 12 test subjects average reply to each method. The result
is shown as the average of judging the 10 tags for each image.
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Figure B.4: The average percentage of unknown tags divided by category
and method as described in Chapter 7. The graph shows how the testsubject
judged tags as unknown in the evaluation. The right most columns show the
total average over all categories.
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(a) PLSA-WORDS
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(b) Random selection

Figure B.5: English PLSA-WORDS vs Random selection. The values are
calculated on tags 1-20 for each image. F-measure is a weighted combination
of precision and recall

B.1 Automatic evaluation

During the process of this thesis work we also developed procedures to per-
form automatic evaluation. They were used in the initial stages and gave us
some insights into the early performance. To illustrate the huge improvement
between a automatic tagging system and just randomly selecting tags from
the allowed vocabulary we present one result from such automatic evalua-
tion. The random selection of tags considers how frequently they occur, a
tag that occurs often in the training set has a higher probability of being
randomly selected.. We establish the original tags for the test images as the
ground truth to be used. After the images are tagged we compare the new
tags to the ground truth and can calculate precision and recall values for
di�erent number of tags shown in Figure B.5. Precision is a measurement of
exactness and recall is a measurement of completeness. The results are from
the English automatic tagging system, there has been no translation of tags.
System trained on a set of 150000 images with English tags and tested (and
automatically evaluated) on 10000 images.
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